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Foundation Flash CatalystFriends of Ed, 2010

	This book offers an introduction to Flash Catalyst for designers with intermediate to advanced skills. It discusses where Catalyst sits within the production process and how it communicates with other programs. It covers all of the features of the Flash Catalyst workspace, teaching you how to create designs from scratch, how to build...
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Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver®, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver® provides students with step-by-step activities that teach the skills needed to plan and create Web sites. For use with Dreamweaver® MX, MX 2004, and 8. Includes information about Web design principles and activities that involve Flash® and Fireworks® application skills....
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The Anthology of RapYale University Press, 2010

	
		From the school yards of the South Bronx to the tops of the Billboard charts, rap has emerged as one of the most influential musical and cultural forces of our time. In The Anthology of Rap, editors Adam Bradley and Andrew DuBois explore rap as a literary form, demonstrating that rap is also a wide-reaching and vital...
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AIR BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Adobe AIR is a revolutionary technology that blurs the line between the desktop and the web. The AIR Bible will get developers up and running building simple AIR application, then take them through all aspects of the new API. The authors have a wealth of experience in building Rich Internet Applications using Flex, Flash, HTML, and Ajax. They will...
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USB Mass Storage: Designing and Programming Devices and Embedded HostsLakeview Research, 2006
A mass-storage device can provide access to data for just about any purpose. Every time you load an application or save a file on a PC, you’re using a mass-storage device. A computer’s hard drive is a mass-storage device, as are flash, CD, and DVD drives. Devices with dedicated functions—data loggers, robots, and other embedded...
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Excel 2013 SimplifiedVisual, 2013

	A friendly, visual approach to learning the basics of Excel 2013


	As the world's leading spreadsheet program, Excel is a spreadsheet and data analysis tool that is part of the Microsoft Office suite. The new Excel 2013 includes new features and functionalities that require users of older versions to re-learn the...
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Byte-Size Flash MX: Adventures in OptimizationFriends of Ed, 2003

	Here's the myth: "If you want Flash, you've got to wait."





	Five years of all-singing all-dancing introductory movies that take half an hour to load have

	worn users down into a "broadband-or-forget it" attitude. Say it ain't so!

	It ain't so.





	This book has been...
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How to Cheat in Flash CS3: The art of design and animation in Adobe Flash CS3Focal Press, 2007
Frustrated by the overwhelming nature of Flash? 

Want to get up to speed with the program fast so you can concentrate on your animation? 

Need to solve problems quickly to get work done to time and to budget?

Then 'How to Cheat in Flash' is for you!

This book is different from the rest because it shows...
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How to Do Everything with YouTubeMcGraw-Hill, 2007
In 2005, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim launched what would become the most popular video sharing Web site ever created. In fact, until YouTube came along, there were few easy ways to share video on the Web—at least ways that were easy, free, and enjoyable, particularly for the average user. Apart from an inspired idea and creative...
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Piwik Web Analytics EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Without web analytics, you are blind on the internet. In order to improve conversions and revenue on your web- site, you need to know what is going on. Piwik gives you this data and unlike Google Analytics, gives you total control over its usage. Unlike Google analytics where the data can be read by Google, Piwik maintains complete...
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Flash Web Design The Art of Motion GraphicsNew Riders Publishing, 2000
Flash is the perfect tool for creating immersive, interactive, and animated Web  site design, and Flash Web Design teaches you to  use it to its full potential. The book is broken into two sections: The  Essentials and Case Studies. The Essentials section covers the basics of Flash  production, illuminating how and...
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ColdFusion Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004Apress, 2004
ColdFusion Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004  explores the exciting web development partnership between ColdFusion—a  fantastically powerful but easy to learn server-side scripting language—and  Dreamweaver, Macromedia’s world-class visual web authoring tool. With  Dreamweaver, you can set up your...
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